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reasoning. These associations, which may be called " the syllogism of
reasoning," prepare and facilitate the other associations that may be
called " the syllogism of passion ". " Tendencies " in turn react upon
ideas and reasonings, and in passion are the dominant element. The
complete synthesis is performed under the supreme direction of a
" tendency .] Notes et Discussions (Th. Flournoy—Activity psyehique
et physiologic generate. C. Piat—L'intellect actif et Ies id£es). Analy-
ses, Ac Rev. des Period. No. 6. B. Bourdon—Lea resultate des
theories contemporaines snr l'association des ideen. [Principally an
attempt to reduce all forms of association to " resemblance ". " Simili-
tude of t ime" and "similitude of space" are to be substituted for
" contiguity ". Thus there are two distinct cases of resemblance—(1) as
regards time and space, (2) as regards quality. The expression u as-
sociation of ideas" the author would replace by "society of pheno-
mena ".] J. Payot—Comment la sensation devient idee. [Sensation is
the irreducible " innate " element of the psychological Dfe, and is an ex-
pression of the whole being of the subject The part it plays in actual
psychological life is nevertheless an almost " effaced " part. " Affective
consciousness," in which sensation absorbs all the attention, scarcely
exists. Between such purely affective consciousness and the reflex
action in whioh mental processes, when they become sufficiently rapid,
disappear on the other side, " intellectual consciousness " emerges. It
arises out of sensation as the result of a synthesis of mental relations
and representative states under which the original element of sensation
disappears. This disappearance of sensation beneath " suggested rela-
tions is most conspicuous in expectation, but takes place even in
ordinary perception. This and all the higher Btages of abstraction and
classification attained by the aid of language are essentially a " mecha-
nism of simplification," enabling us to deal readily for practical purposes
with the impressions continually crowding in.] Notes et Discussions
(J.-P. Durand (de Gros)—Qu'est-ce qne la physiologie generate?).
Analyses, &c. Bev. des Period.

BIVISTA ITALIANA DI FIMISOFIA.—An. vi. 1, No. 2. L. Ferri—Delia
conoscenza sensitive* [Principally historical, on perception and its
distinction from sensation. The positive result is that perception is to
be regarded as an operation of synthesis and the perceptive function as
primordial.] S. Ferrari--Empedocle. [Introductory to an exposition
of the philosophy of Einpedocles. The life and the studies already made
of the fragments are dealt with.] F. Cicchitti-Suriani—La pedagogia di
Jacopo StellinL N. R. d'Alfonso—Dn detto d'Amleto e l'educazione dei
sensi. [Hamlet's saying, "The hand of little employment hath the
daintier sense," is discussed psychologically with a view to determining
the range within which it is applicable to the senses generally. The
conclusion as regards the education of the Reuses is that the two opposite
extremes of no functional exercise and of excessive stimulation are to
be avoided.] Bibliografia, &c. (F. H. Collins, Uitnmi de la Philmophie
de Herbert Spencer, Ac.) No. 8. E. Passamonti —Le idee pedagogiche di
Aristotele. A Fag^i—Per la psicologia del dolore. [Reviews theories
of pleasure and pain with special reference to modem pessimism, and
concludes that, psychologically, pleasure and pain are equally real,
equally positive, and equally irreducible to one another. Pain ia the
first excitant to physical and psychical development, bnt it does not
continue to be the preliminary to all activity. When a function has
once been acquired, it niav be exercised voluntarily for the sake of a
prospective good without the stimulus of pain. Only to thin extent and
with this limitation is the contention of the pessimists true that pain is
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the indispensable condition of pleasure. For the rest, the petition, even
taken in its wider sense, has been held as a psychological doctrine
without the accompaniment of philosophical pessimism.] A. Gnesotto—
La dottrina del P. Giovenale nelle sue relazioni con quella del P. N.
Malebranohe. Bibliografia, Ac.

VtBBTEUABBBBOHBIIT FUB WIB8EN8CHAFTLICHB PHILOSOPHIC.—Bd. ITM

Heft 2. B. Kerry—Ueber Anschauung und ihre psychuvhe Verarbeitung
(Schluss). E. G. Husserl—Der Folgerungscaloul und die Inhaltslogik.
M. Dessoir—Experimentelle Pathopsyohologie (Schluss). [Discusses
'personality' and 'self-consciousness' in the light of hypnotic experi-
ments. The two conceptions are not to be identified. ' Self-conscious-
ness ' consists chiefly in a heightening of the intensity of consciousness,
while ' personality' is a special complex of mental phenomena. The
personality varies from one period of life to another; and that the strands
of which it is composed are heterogeneous is shown by the cases—both
spontaneous and artificially-induoed—in which they become dissociated/]
H. Sohmidkunz - Der Hypnotismus in der neuesten "Psychologic .
Anzeige. Selbstanzeige, &c

PHILOSOPHIBCHB STUDIES.—Bd. vi, Heft 4. E. Kraepelin—Zur Kennt-
niss der psychophysischen Methoden. [A reconsideration, in the light
of later experience, of the methods of psyohophysical inquiry, devised
as these have been upon no fixed principles, but mainly in order to meet
the practical exigencies of the specific questions taken in hand.] O.
KUlpe—Ueber die Gleichzeitigkeit u. Ungleichzeitigkeit von Bewegungen
(L). E. W. Scripture—VorBtellung u. GefiihL TAn experimental de-
monstration of the fact that in every mental state factors of intellection
and of feeling are combined in varying proportions : made out in the
course of a larger research noted below.] A. Kirschmann—Ueber die
Herstellung monochromatischen Lichtes. J. Schubert—Adam Smith's
Moralphilosophie. [A careful and appreciative study of the Tlieory of
the Moral Sentiment*, ocenpying some 60 pp.] "W. Wundt—Ueber
Vergleichung von Tondistanzen. [A heated defence (88 pp.) of a
research of one of the author's pupils (C. Lorenz) adversely criticised
by Prof. Stumpf in Zeittch. f. Ptychohgie, <£c, L 6.] Bd. vii, Heft 1. W.
"Wundt—Was soil uns Kant nicht sein 1 [A restatement (pp. 49) of the
untiring writer's judgment on the present value of Kant's philosophy,
partly in relation to a paper of some years ago by Prof. Paulson, " Was
uns Kant sein kann ? " but chiefly in relation to criticisms made upon
his recent System der Philosophie.} E. W. Scripture—Ueber den as-
8ociativen Verlanf der Vorstellungen. [A very elaborate (pp. 50-146)
and remarkable attempt to get together a sufficiently large mass of
exact experimental facts bearing on thequaliiativt flow of ideas, for effective
interpretation in terms of law. It is impossible to do more here than
draw attention to this research, which is fall of the promise of farther
-development] O. Kiilpe—Ueber die Gleichzeitigkeit, 4 c (iL).

ABCHIV PBE GEBCHICHTK DEB PHILOSOPHIE.—Bd. iv., Heft 8. A.
Chiappelli— Nuove ricerche sul naturalisino di Socrate. [Argues that,
before arriving at the characteristic positions known to us from Plato
and Xenophon, Socrates had passed through a " naturalistic" stage of
thought. The representation of him by Aristophanes as a physical
speculator is best explicable on this supposition, and traces of his
occupation with physical problems are discernible in the Menwrabiiui
and the Platonic dialogues. Tradition is in favour of his having been a
disciple of Archelaus, and having come into personal relations with
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